Memo. No. K3/3046/2017

Dated: 16-08-2018

Sub: Technical Education - SCSDF and STSDF - Utilisation of unspent amount of previous Financial Year - Regarding.

Ref: - 1. Lr.No.C/GPT-MDCL/Budget/2018, Dated: 01.08.2018 from the Principal/OSD Government Polytechnic, Girmapur (V), Medchal.

2. Act No.18 of 2017(SCSDF & STSDF Act), Telangana State.

In the reference cited, the Principal/OSD, Government Polytechnic, Girmapur (V), Medchal, stated that the surplus and remaining budget is available in SC & ST Account. Further, he requested the CTE to permit them to spend the available budget and utilise in the A.Y 2018-19 to SC & ST students.

In view of the above, the attention of the Principals/OSDs of all Government Polytechnics in the state of Telangana is hereby invited to the Para 14, Chapter IV of Act No.18 of 2017(SCSDF & STSDF Act) quoted below:

"If any amount of Special Development fund remains unspent, it shall be compensated in the next financial year in the same proportion on the reach of actual expenditure to total budget estimate of Pragathipaddu at the end of a financial year in the manner prescribed".

In this connection, the Principals/OSDs of all Government Polytechnics in the state of Telangana are hereby directed to utilise the SCSDF & STSDF funds, only drawn in PD Account or SB Account for the purpose for which it was sanctioned.

The receipt of the memo shall be acknowledged.

Sd/- Navin Mittal
COMMISSIONER

To:

☑ The Principals/OSDs of all Government Polytechnics in the state.

Copy to the RJD(TE), Hyderabad for necessary action.

Copy to stock file/Spare.

For COMMISSIONER